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 2.0.0.0. A: I figured it out. Sony Vegas 12 does not work with Win 7 64bit. Tested on Vista 64bit with Win7 32bit and the
patch worked. Thank you! Cost effective cation and anion exchange resin separation columns for the analytical determination of
the minor elements in biological samples. An overview of our work on a separation of biogenic cations and anions on cation and

anion exchangers is presented. The review focuses on recent developments and the advantages of using these ion exchangers.
Separation of metal cations is examined by chromatographic techniques and their suitability for routine determination of trace

elements is described. This separation has been carried out with numerous types of ligands immobilized on polymer exchangers.
The results obtained with batch and continuous flow columns show that the best separation results are obtained with strong anion
exchangers (dehydrated amino or imino propyl groups). In the case of biogenic anions, separation with cellulose DEAE-52 was
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found to be the best method.Lawyer reveals new details in Khashoggi case Middle East Online Khashoggi's sons get off to the
start of a nine-day hearing with prosecutors on Monday in Istanbul. A senior lawyer on Monday unveiled a new twist in the case

of Saudi dissident Jamal Khashoggi, unveiling new evidence implicating the killers and offering fresh insight into the high-
profile slaying.The lawyer said an audio recording of the killing had been found and that DNA tests on the ear of Khashoggi's
body would be carried out to back up evidence that his corpse was dismembered after the murder.Aymenn al-Tamimi, a Saudi
dissident and fellow legal advocate, told Al Arabiya the audio recording was being analysed to see if it could be used as a new

evidence or corroborate existing evidence.The lawyer said that evidence presented by prosecutors last week included 18 plastic
bags of bone fragments that were removed from the scene.The plastic bags were found in an Istanbul forest where the Saudi
consul general’s residence is located and reportedly included a piece of bone that was consistent with Khashoggi’s fibula.On
Monday, King Salman announced the dismissal of the kingdom’s intelligence chief and other top security figures. A Saudi

official said that more than a dozen officials will also face punishment for Khashoggi's murder.The 82157476af
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